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With Active Performance
Management at the plant
level, you can save up to

40%

annual energy savings

Active Performance Management
is a systems management approach
that optimizes hvac systems at
any stage of a building’s life-cycle
by continuously learning from a
broad network of installations
and responding to changing hvac
requirements. The combination
of SMART Commissioning with
real-time alerts and system
transparency addresses
performance drift and maintains
occupant comfort.

start-up
suite
One of five service suites offered by
Armstrong, the Start-up suite enables
enables Active Performance
Management in the equipment
and systems you’ve chosen.
The services included in the suite
are SMART Start-up and SMART
Commissioning. They work at the
equipment level to establish and
confirm optimum operation from the

outset. Armstrong can design your
new plant, manage your system startup, and optimize system performance
during commissioning. Where many
new installations can require years
of trial and error to reach promised
efficiencies, the services included in
the Start-up Service Suite ensure that
your first days, months and years are a
success.

Start-up Suite is
one of five service
suites that enable
Active Performance
Management

see the present
know the future

get
connected

flow informs
The rate of ﬂuid ﬂow in an hvac system is crucial
to understanding how the diﬀerent components
are operating. Without information on system
ﬂow, it’s difficult to diagnose and optimize
performance. With accurate ﬂow information,
the picture changes entirely. Armstrong can
optimize each component and the overall system.

SMART Start-up manages
system start-up for minimized
risk and energy savings from
day one

and get
it right
SMART Commissioning optimizes
commissioning and documents
operating parameters based on real
building loads performance
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Armstrong upgraded existing pumps
to leverage the capabilities of Design
Envelope and Pump Manager for
connectivity and performance
tracking from day one.
The data reports from Pump Manager
combined with the flow monitoring
accuracy of Design Envelope helped
optimize pump performance,
annual
kwh usage
boosting efficiency by
87%.
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Detailed equipment checks at the beginning to ensure
proper start-up and optimal operation from day one
One-year subscription to Pump Manager for in-depth
pump data analytics with connectivity from day one
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after

£22,000 70,500 45,005
70,500 45,005 £31,000
average
average
facility type

the services in the
start-up suite include:

co2 emissions

Optimization of equipment for on-site load
conditions during commissioning

average

kg CO 2

Certified start-up and commissioning report

key benefits

smart start-up
SMART Start-up ensures that an
Armstrong Design Envelope certified
technician completes a sequence of
detailed equipment checks and connects
the Design Envelope pump to Pump
Manager. In the life of an hvac system,

changing components can be difficult
because of discontinuity in data. SMART
Start-up facilitates change management
through easy access to reliable pump data
for faster support.

Design value

Operation value

Validation of design and selection of the
equipment during start-up

Expert sequencing of start-up
protocols extends equipment life
and gives you peace of mind.



Proper asset management is an
important responsibility for Facility
Managers. Pump Manager functions
as a complete asset management
solution, with real-time insights
into fluid flow and performance
dashboard data to confirm savings.

Installation value
Expert attention at start-up plus
real-time performance data, alarms and
alerts help identify and resolve issues.




SMART Start-Up ensures that pumps and related
equipment are optimized for site load conditions
from the first day of operation
Maximum operating efficiency from day one —
savings of up to 30% of pumping energy
Data insights inform actions that reduce
performance drift
Professional commissioning minimizes call-backs
and requests for re-commissioning

key features
Confirms that the equipment is properly
powered and ready for operation

For more information
on Pump Manager,
read the Performance
Management Suite
brochure (file 70.10)

Ensures the connection to Pump Manager
Latest firmware and software updates
are installed
The equipment is checked for leaks, noise,
alarms and vibration
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Ensures proper bleeding of air
Confirms link to the Building Automation
System, if one exists at the time of start-up
A comprehensive start-up report

smart commissioning

key benefits

SMART Commissioning gives you
easy access to reliable data that helps
benchmark for future analysis and
comparison, with reporting designed
to help owners understand the
performance efficiencies and
savings potential.

SMART Commissioning ensures that pumps and
related equipment are optimized for site load
conditions from the first day of operation

Design value

Operation value

Real-time in-depth pump data proves
the success of the installation and
informs future building designs.

For excellence in asset management,
including quick recovery to service
and advance notice of maintenance
requirements, pump settings and
operating curve data are stored
remotely.

Installation value
An Armstrong
service
representative will
commission your
equipment on- site
by connecting
the equipment
online with the
accompanying
router

Insights from Pump Manager are
used to adjust the pump for optimum
performance. These additional insights
provide peace of mind for building
owners and extends the resilience of
the building.

Pump Manager reduces the need
to revisit the site multiple times to
repeat the commissioning process.
It also makes troubleshooting easier,
and supports expedited warranty
resolution for issues.

Data from Pump Manager
can be used to verify
savings for any project
that involves performance
commitments.
Removing uncertainty
about pump efficiency lets
you finish the project faster.
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Additional 1-year Extended Warranty program
on Armstrong commissioned equipment

A comprehensive
study by nrcan
found that basic
commissioning of
new buildings yields
energy savings of
13 percent. SMART
Commissioning
combined with
optimization boosts
pump efficiency by
up to 30%.

Cost certainty through coverage of
genuine replacement parts under
Extended Warranty program
Better coordination between various
components in your plant

key features
Review of real-time building load conditions
for commissioning

Comprehensive commissioning report
provided with operating parameters

Test each pump at design duty to ensure
the equipment works within the parameters
identified in the project specification

Latest firmware and software updates
are installed

Tuning each pump to operate at optimum
efficiency

Review of performance data from
Pump Manager

Ask your Armstrong Representative
about the entire family of five service
suites that enable Active Performance
Management:
manage
your
system

performance
management
suite
performance
upgrade suite

planet proposition

Pump Manager
ec o * p u l s e
Pump Retrofit

upgrade
your
system

our sustainability
vision

Upgrade legacy pumps
Upgrade Booster package
o p t i -v i s o r

hrough our Planet Proposition charter, Armstrong has
committed to minimizing our impact on the environment.
Around the world, Armstrong’s Planet Proposition teams have
taken on projects that are helping us meet our targets.
Two examples of ongoing projects are:

t

t ow e r m a x
SMART Start-up

get it
right

start-up suite

boost
your
uptime

maintenance,
operations,
repairs suite
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Replacement parts
Emergency services
Service agreements
Pump energy consulting

understand
the
possibilities
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SMART Commissioning

consulting
suite

ON

Booster energy consulting
Plant energy consulting
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Armstrong is committed to helping
existing customers reduce ghg
emissions of installed equipment
by two million tons by the year
2022. Under this initiative,
Armstrong works with customers
to upgrade existing installations
and continues to develop new
energy-savings solutions.

net zero carbon
buildings
commitment
The Net Zero Commitment positions
energy efficiency as a central component
to achieving decarbonization globally. In
signing the Net Zero Carbon Buildings
Commitment, Armstrong has pledged to
ensure our entire portfolio of buildings
operates at net zero carbon by the
year 2030.

toronto
23 bertrand avenue
toronto, ontario
canada, m1l 2p3
+1 416 755 2291

buffalo

For more information, contact your
Armstrong representative or visit us at
ArmstrongFluidTechnology.com/ContactUs

93 east avenue
north tonawanda, new york
u.s.a., 14120 -6594
+1 716 693 8813

birmingham
heywood wharf, mucklow hill
halesowen, west midlands
united kingdom, b62 8dj
+44 (0) 8444 145 145

manchester
wolverton street
manchester
united kingdom, m11 2et
+44 (0) 8444 145 145

bangalore
#59, first floor, 3rd main
margosa road, malleswaram
bangalore, india, 560 003
+91 (0) 80 4906 3555

shanghai
unit 903, 888 north sichuan rd.
hongkou district, shanghai
china, 200085
+86 (0) 21 5237 0909

são paulo
rua josé semião rodrigues agostinho,
1370 galpão 6 embu das artes
sao paulo, brazil
+55 11 4785 1330

ly o n
93 rue de la villette
lyon, 69003 france
+33 (0) 420 102 625

dubai
lob16, #611, jafza
p.o. box 18226
dubai - united arab emirates
+971 4 887 6775

mannheim
dynamostraße 13
68165 mannheim
germany
+49 (0) 621 3999 9858
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